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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the microdosimetric analysis for b e  most interesting cell survival 
experiment recently performed at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). In this 
experiment, the cells were first treated with a gadolinium (Gd) labelled tumor-seeking 
boronated porphyrin (Gd-BOPP) or with BOPP alone, and then irradiated with thermal 
neutrons. The resulting cell survival curves indicate that the 's7Gd(n,y) reactions is very 
effective in cell killing. The death of a cell treated with Gd-BOPP were attributed to either 
the "B(n,~x)~Li reactions or the lS7Gd(n,y) reactions (or both). However, the quantitative 
relationship between the two types of reaction and the cell survival fkction was not clear. 
This paper presents the microdosimetric analysis for the BNL experiment based on the 
measured experimental parameters, and the results clearly suggest a quantitative relationship 
between the two types of reaction and the cell survival fraction. The results also suggest new 
research in Gadolinium neutron Gapture therapy (GdNCT) which may lead to a more practical 
modality than the boron geutron capture therapy (BNCT) for treating cancers. 

INTRODUCTION 

- Gadolinium neutron sapture therapy (GdNCT) based on the 157Gd(n,y) reaction has been 
studied as an alternative to boron neutron sapture therapy (BNCT) for treating cancers'4. It was 
recognized that, although gamma rays from the 157Gd(n,y) reactions are not locdied, some of the 
associated internal conversion (IC) electrons and Auger (and Coster-Kronig) electrons are 
localized and may somewhat enhance the cell killing effect. These studies were not pursued very 
rigorously, because the enhancement of cell killing requires gadolinium atoms be incorporated 
into the vicinity of DNA molecules, and such a technique did not exist. 

experiment, that there is a dramatic enhancement of cell killing upon thermal-neutron irradiation 
Very recently, Laster et. al. at Brookhaven National Laboratory demonstrated, in an in-vitro 



for the cells treated with a a labelled tumor-seeking kronated poqhyrin (Gd-BOPP) in 
comparison with the cells treated with BOPP alone'. The dramatic enhancement of cell killing 
was speculated to be caused by the high-LET Auger electrons emitted in the vicinity of DNA 
molecules. This speculation is an indirect evidence of the claim that, for the first time, gadolinium 
atoms were successfblly (at least in the in-vitro study) incorporated into the Vicinity of DNA 
molecules. Because of the much enhanced cell-killing effect, the results of the BNL experiment 
also imply that GdNCT has a potential of reducing the required neutron fluence (and thus the 
beam intensity) by more than a factor of 5 .  This, in turn, makes a small accelerator-based neutron 
source (as oppose to a multi-MW nuclear reactor currently being used) applicable to NCT. The 
small accelerator-based neutron source is inexpensive and deployable in hospitals, and therefore 
may turn NCT into a widely used cancer treatment modality. However, before the potential of 
GdNCT can be filly explored one must perform a thorough dosimetry study to understand the 
details about how cells are affected by lS7Gd(n,y) reactions. The dosimetry calculation previously 
performed for the BNL experiment was either incorrect or inadequate to support the claim of 
localization of gadolinium atoms around DNA molecules'. This paper presents a more rigorous 
microdosimetric calculation for the BNL experiment, and argues in favor of the claim. 

METHOD 

Dose Contributors 
Because the BNL experiment was done with the cells suspended in a medium at a diluted 

density of 3 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~  celldml while being irradiated with thermal neutrons, the absorbed dose in the 
cells may have been resulted from the following contributors: (1) the unwanted fast neutrons in 
the beam, (2) the 'H(n,y)*H reactions, (3) the 10B(n,a)7Li reactions, and (4) the Gd(n,y) reactions. 
The first two contributors are mainly responsible for the biological effect observed for the control, 
which consists of untreated cells. The third and fourth contributors are responsible for the 
enhanced cell-killing effect observed among the cells treated with BOPP and Gd-BOPP. The 
purpose of this dosimetry study is to elaborate the possible scenarios which are responsible for the 
difference in cell survival between the ceIls treated with BOPP and those treated with Gd-BOPP. 
Therefore, this study only focuses on the dose contributed from the "B(n,a)'Li and Gd(n,y) 
reactions. 

cells in suspension) without interactions, their dose contribution to the cells is negligible. That is, 
for the purpose of dose calculation in this study, one only needs to consider the energy deposition 
resulted from charged-particle emissions. Three charge-particle emissions are considered as the 
major dose contributors to the cells: (1) the 4He and 7Li ions from the '%(n,~x)~Li reactions, (2) 
the IC electrons following the Gd(n,y) reaction, and (3) the Auger electrons following the 
emission of the IC electrons. Because the BNL experiment used natural gadolinium, the Gd(n,y) 
reactions include both the 155Gd(n,y) reactions and the 157Gd(n,y) reactions. In this study, we 
assumed that the yields and spectrum of the IC and Auger electrons are the same for bbth 
reactions. This assumption is justified according to the data provided by Groshev6. 

Since most of the gamma-rays and x-rays escape the sample vial (holding the solution with 

Calculation of Spectrum and Yields 
To calculate the absorbed dose resulted from each contributor, one first needs to obtain the 

energy spectra and yields of the dose contributors. The Q value for the '%(n,a)'Li reaction (Le., 
the sum of the kinetic energies associated with the 4He and 'Li ions) is 2.34 MeV, and the cross 
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section for the reaction is 3840 barns7. The energy spectra and yields of the IC electrons 
associated with the 157Gd(n,y) reaction are available from Greenwood et. ai7. Table 1 shows the 
energy spectrum and total yield of the IC electrons. The energy spectrum and yield of the Auger 
electrons associated with the 1s7Gd(n,y) reaction are not available, and they must be calculated. 

Table 1.  The energy spectrum of the IC electrons 
associated with the 157Gd(n, y) reaction 

Energy (kev) 

180.0 
173.6 
131.5 
77.7 
72.3 
71.6 
71.2 
29.2 

Total 

Frequency 
(electrons/capture) 

0.004 
0.015 
0.041 
0.088 
0.179 
0.163 
0.018 
0.217 

0.725 

We have developed a Monte Carlo program to calculate the energy spectrum and yield of the 
IS7 Auger electrons and fluorescent x-rays associated with the Gd(n,y) reaction. The program is 

based on the atomic subshell and relaxation data of '"Gd obtained from the Evaluated Atomic 
Data Library (EADL) developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory8. Figure 1 shows 
the flow diagram of the program. The program starts with an isolated '"Gd atom which has 
undergone an IC event. The program randomly selects which shell the conversion electron 
originates from based on the internal conversion probabilities given by Greenwoodg. The program 
will then randomly select a transition based on the initial vacancy. The transition may be radiative 
or non-radiative. If the transition is radiative, then the photon energy is written to a file and the 
vacancy left by the "filler" electron becomes the basis for the next transition. If the transition is 
non-radiative, then the Auger electron energy is written to a file and the vacancy left by the 
"filler" electron becomes the basis for the next transition while the vacancy left by the Auger 
electron is stored to become the vacancy of interest later. Each time an electron fills a vacancy or 
is emitted, the number of electrons in the corresponding shell is decreased. The program 
determines if a transition is allowed by checking the number of electrons left in the filling shell and 
the emitted shell. If no electron exist in either one of these shells, then the transition is fbrbidden 
and the atomic data is adjusted to exclude it. The program will keep filling vacancies and storing 
the new ones until no more transitions are allowed. Any energy left over is assumed to be local 
and is written to a file. Once one event is finished, the input data is initialized and the process 
begins again. The program terminates when the required number of events is reached. The 
output consists of three files, one each for electron energy, photon energy, and local energy 
deposition. A second program then reads the energy data, bins it and calculates the yield. 
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Figure 1 .  The flowchart of Monte Carlo calculations for Auger 
emissions associated with the '57Gd(n, y) reaction. 



i Dose Calculation 
Because the charged particles of the three major dose contributors have ranges comparable 

to cellular dimensions and because 'OB and Gd atoms are not uniformly distributed in a cell, the 
spatial distribution of energy deposition in the cell is nonuniform. To make biologically 
meaninghl calculations, one must choose a biological target. We chose cell nucleus as the target 
in this study. Because energy deposition at subcellular level is stochastic by nature, one must first 
calculate the specific energy distribution - fjz), and then obtain the absorbed dose @) by 

D = Izf(z)& (1) 
We have written a Monte Carlo program to calculate 42) among the cell nuclei resulted fiom 

the three major dose contributors. The following assumptions were made in the program: (1) a 
biological cell and its nucleus are concentric spheres with diameters of 13.0 mm and 7.6 mm, 
respectively, (2) the 'OB atoms are uniformly distributed in cell cytoplasm, and no '?I3 atom exists 
in cell nuclei, (3) the energy deposited by the 4He and 7Li ions fiom a ''B(II,~)~L~ reaction can be 
calculated by the continuous-slowing-down approximation (CSDA), (4) the gadolinium atoms are 
uniformly distributed inside cell nuclei, and no gadolinium exists in cell cytoplasm, and (5) the 
energy deposited by the IC and Auger electrons fiom a '57Gd(n,y) reaction can also be calculated 
by the CSDA. 

The assumption (1) was made to be consistent with a similar calculation performed by 
Gabell', and it is valid especially for cells suspended in solution. The assumptions (2) and (4) 
were based on the measured results obtained by Laster of BNL'. The assumption (3) is valid 
because the ranges of delta rays along the heavy ion tracks are significantly smaller than the target 
volume. The assumption ( 5 )  is not totally valid for Auger electrons with ranges comparable to 
the target volume. These electrons, however, only contribute a very small fraction to the total 
dose received by a target nucleus, and therefore should introduce little error to the result. 

Figure 2 is a qualitative description of how energies are deposited in a cell nucleus. As 
shown, the tracks of 4He and 7Li ions fiom a '%(n,~c)~Li reaction often miss the nucleus entirely. 
But when they do hit the nucleus, the energy deposition in the nucleus is usually quite large. 
Since the IC and Auger electrons fiom the 157Gd(n,y) reaction are all originated in the cell 
nucleus, they will always deposit some of their energies in the nucleus. Because the IC electrons 
are more energetic and they usually deposit a small fraction of their energies in the nucleus. The 
Auger electrons are less energetic, and they usually deposit most of their energies inthe nucleus. 

The frequency distributions of f(z) for the three major dose contributors were calculated 
based on a specified thermal neutron fluence. The neutron fluence was then converted to the 
mean number of neutron capture reactions in a cell based on the measured '$ and gadolinium 
concentrations - which respectively are 3.6~10" and 3 . 3 ~ 1 0 "  atomdgm of cells. For example, 
for the thermal neutron fluence of 1 .0~10 '~  neutrons/cm2 the corresponding mean number of 
reactions per cell are 15.9 for the '%(n,a)'Li reaction and 175.5 for the 157Gd(n,y) reaction. To 
obtain f(z), the Monte Carlo procedure first obtains the number of reactions (PIl) of cell i 
according to the Poisson distribution. It then picks a direction of the charged particles q d  
calculates the energy imparted ( ~ i )  for reaction j in cell i using the CSDA previously discussed. 
The zi is then obtained by 

1, Nr 

After a large number of cells have been processed, the data for Zi are then binned to obtain qz). 
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Figure 2. Description of how energies are deposited at subcellular 
level by the %(n,~x)~Li  and ls7Gd(n, y) reactions. 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Figure 3a shows the calculated Auger spectrum for the '57Gd(n, y) reaction. The total yield 
and energy of the Auger electrons per '57Gd(n, 7) reaction are 6.7 electrons and 4.8 keV, 
respectively. Figure 3 b shows the expanded Auger spectrum for electron energies between 0 and 
1 keV. These low-energy electrons are high-LET, and if localized in the vicinity of the DNA 
molecule, may be responsible for the dramatic enhancement of cell killing in the BNL experiment. 
According to Fig. 3b, the total energy associated with the high-LET Auger electrons per '57Gd(n, 
7) reaction only amounts to be -1.4 keV. 

Figure 4a shows the distribution of f(z)dz of the cell nucleus resulted fiom the 'oB(n,a)7Li 
reactions uniformly occurred in the cell cytoplasm. Figures 4b and 4c show the distributions of 
f(z)dz of the cell nucleus resulted from the IC and Auger electrons, respectively. The IC and 
Auger electrons are associated with the '"Gd(n, y) reactions occurred uniformly inside the cell 
nucleus. All three figures correspond to the thermal neutron fluence of 1.0x10'2 neutro&cm2. 
As indicated, the mean specific energy (or the average dose) in cell nucleus due to the 'oB(n,a)'Li 
reactions is the largest. However, there is a noticeable probability that the specific energy (z) is 
very small (or even zero). On the other hand, the mean specific energy in cell nucleus due to the 
Auger electrons associated with the lS7Gd(n, y) reactions is significantly smaller. But the fTz)dz is 
much more narrowly distributed among cell nuclei, and therefore all cell nuclei have almost the 
same specific energy. The distribution of qz)dz in cell nucleus due to the IC electrons are similar 
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Figure 3. (a) The calculated spedrum of Auger electrons associated 
with the 1 5 7 ~ ( n ,  y) reaction. The expanded spectrum 
of (a) in the energy range of 0-1 keV. 
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Figure 4 The fresuency distribution of specific energy - f(z)dz of the 
cell nucleus resulted from: (a) the 'oB(n,c~)~~i reactions 
uniformly occurred in the cell cytoplasm, @) the IC electrons 
associated with the '"~d(n, y) reactions occurred uniformly 
inside the cell nucleus, and (c) the Auger electrons associated 
with the 157Gd(n, y) reactions occurred uniformly inside the 
cell nucleus. 



to that due to Auger eiectrons, but the mean specific energy is a factor of 5 smaller. According to 
these results, one may then express the ceIl survival fiaction by" 

where $2) is the survival probability of a cell receiving a specific energy z, and its form was 
suggested to be 

s(z) = e-b2 (4) 
where k is a constant. That is, $2) is near 1 .O for small values of z and approaches 0.0 for large 
values of z. Equations (3) and (4) together indicate that the '*B(n,a)'Li reactions alone may 
overkill many cells, and at the same time allow many cells survived. The IC and Auger electrons 
fiom the '"Gd(n, y) reactions, however, treated all cells much more equally. On this basis, the 
survival curve of cells irradiated by the '"Gd(n, y) reactions alone should display a drastic change 
in dope as thermal neutron fluence increases. The slope should be quite flat at low neutron 
Auences, but then drastically sharpens as neutron fluence exceeds a certain threshold. The change 
of slope in survival curve may be experimentally verified by using cells treated with Gd-"BOPP, 
in which the '"Gd(n, y) reactions are solely responsible for the cell death. It will be of paramount 
interest to find out the threshold thermal neutron fluence. If this threshold neutron fluence is 
found to be less than that (-5.0~10'~ neutrons/cm2) nominally used for BNCT, then one may 
claim that GdNCT itself could be more effective than BNCT and that there is no need to involve 
'%-enriched compound in a GdNCT. The '%(n,a)'Li reactions will do nothing but overkilling 
those cells which will be killed by the *"Gd(n, y) reactions alone. 
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